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Robustness of Probabilistic Computational 
Complexity Classes under Definitional Perturbations 
STATHIS  ZACHOS 
ETH, Zurich, Switzerland and BBC-Research Center, Baden, Switzerland 
Various types of probabilistic algorithms play an increasingly important role in 
computer science, especially in computational complexity theory. Probabilistic 
polynomial time complexity classes are defined and compared to each other, 
emphasizing some structural relationships to the known complexity classes P, NP, 
PSPACE. The classes R and ZPP, corresponding to the so-called Las Vegas 
polynomial time bounded algorithms, are given special attention. It is shown that 
many definitions, that arise naturally from different ypes of algorithms, are 
equivalent in defining the same class R (or ZPP, resp.). These robustness results 
justify finally the tractability of the above probabilistic lasses. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Probabilistic (Monte Carlo) methods have been used for many years to 
describe the behavior of large systems with random disturbances (simulation 
methods). Recently probabilistic algorithms have been proposed that 
determine the exact solution of problems faster than existing deterministic 
algorithms. Here we consider and classify probabilistic algorithms that run 
in polynomial time. 
Informally, probabilistic algorithms may, when given an input, produce a 
correct answer, a wrong answer or no answer at all. We will provide more 
formal descriptions later. Conceptually one can distinguish between the 
following three types of probabilistic algorithms: 
(1) Those that never lie but may give no answer with (say): 
Pr(no answer) < 0.001. 
(2) Those that always answer but may tie with (say): Pr(wrong 
answer) < 0.001. 
(3) Those that always answer with: Pr(wrong answer) < 1. 
Algorithms of the second or third type fall in the category of traditional 
Monte Carlo algorithms, whereas algorithms of the first type are usually 
called Las Vegas algorithms. 
If we restrict attention to polynomial time probabilistic algorithms, then 
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BPP. 
P .__ZPP  ~ P~P PSPACE 
FIGURE 1 
the above informal definitions give rise to complexity classes that are 
denoted by ZPP, BPP, and PP, respectively in the literature (Gill, 1977). 
Definitions of these classes will be given shortly. Figure 1 depicts graphically 
the known inclusions. A is an abbreviation for NP n co-NP. 
Most known probabilistic algorithms to test primality (Solovay and 
Strassen, 1977; Rabin, 1980) are of a type which lies in between traditional 
Monte Carlo and Las Vegas (Atlantic City?..!) algorithms; in case of primes 
they always return the answer "prime," but in case of composite they may 
err (with a small probability) and answer "prime." The class of problems for 
which such a polynomial time algorithm exists is denoted by R. 
In Fig. 2 you can see a refinement of the above lattice of the known 
inclusions. 
The following geometrical analogies (relating opposite sides in 
parallellograms) in Fig. 2 have a formal interpretation which will be 
explained later: 
A PP 
ZPP ~ BPP (1) 
R NP 
ZPP ~ A (2) 
It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the basic concepts from the 
theories of automata, computability, and formal languages, (see, e.g., 
Hopcroft and Ullman, 1979). Among other concepts, the following will not 
be defined in this paper: alphabet, string, length of a string, poly-time, 
nondeterministic Turing machine with a "clock," computation tree, path, P, 
NP, PSPACE ..... 
The machine model considered here is a nondeterministic Turing machine 
P j c o - R  BPP ----_ PSPACE 
ZPP R ~ "  - " " -  . co-NP . . . . . .  PP 
FIGURE 2 
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(acceptor), denoted NTM, with fanout always 2, i.e., that nondeter- 
ministically chooses between two possible next configurations. Because we 
consider only computations of polynomial length, we assume "clocked" 
NTMs. For simplicity we assume that all computation paths are of the same 
length and can be chosen with the same likelihood; thus we can assign 
probabilities to possible outcomes by counting the leaves of the complete 
binary computation tree with the output in question. There are three possible 
outcomes: "yes" (accept), "no" (reject), and "?" (do not know). Let M(x) 
denote a possible outcome of the NTM M on input x. A computation path 
accepts (rejects) if the corresponding configuration leaf has the outcome 
"yes" ("no"). 
2. DEFINITIONS 
ZPP is 
poly-time 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
Note that 
the class of languages L for which there is an NTM M, running in 
such that: 3e > 0, Vx: 
x ~ L ~ no path of M rejects x, and 
x q) L ~ no path of M accepts x, and 
Pr(M(x) 4= ?) ) e. 
if we replace "3~ C (0, 1), Vx" in the above definition of ZPP by 
"Vx, ]e E (0, 1)," we get a definition for A, whereas if we replace it by 
"Vx, Ve ~ (0, 1)," we get a definition for P. Thus it is obvious that P ~_ 
ZPP ~ A (because Ve Vx • => ~e Vx • ~ Vx 3e *). 
Discussion. We will see that any fixed proportion e of the total number 
of correct computation paths can be achieved for a ZPP problem, whereas in 
the case of A one correct computation path can be guaranteed, i.e., e = 
1/2 p(lxl). In both cases, there are no errors whenever M accepts or rejects. 
BPP is the class of languages L for which there is an NTM M running in 
poly-time such that: 3e > 0, Vx: 
(a) x C L ~ Pr(M(x) = yes) ) 1 + e, and 
(b) x¢  L ~ Pr (M(x)= no) ~> { + e. 
PP has exactly the same definition except hat "~e > 0, Vx" is replaced by 
"Vx, ~e > 0." 
Discussion. For a BPP problem the proportion ~ + e correct 
computation paths can be achieved for any fixed e C (0, ½), whereas in the 
case of PP only one correct computation path more than half of them can be 
guaranteed, i.e., again e = 1/2 puxl). In both cases there might be errors but 
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for BPP the error is bound by ½ -e ,  which is independent of the input x, 
whereas for PP the error may be unbounded epending on the length of the 
input x. This and the previous discussions justify our first analogy: A/ZPP 
PP/BPP. 
From the above definitions it is obvious that BPP ~ PP_~ PSPACE. The 
following inclusions are also true: 
A _ PP and ZPP _ BPP. 
Proof. Consider n': run n on x; /f ~z(x)= ? then toss an unbiased coin 
and accept or reject accordingly. 
n and n' accept he same language and n' is in PP (resp. BPP) if 7c is in A 
(resp. ZPP) because 
Pr(n'(x) correct) = Pr(n(x) correct) + 1(1 - Pr(n(x) correct)) 
_ Pr(~r(x) correct) 1 1 e 
2 + -2- >~ 2--~ 2 '  
where 
re(x) correct for L means: n(x) = yes, if x C L, 
= no, otherwise. 
Next we define the class R which lies in between ZPP and BPP and is not 
obviously closed under complementation: 
R is the class of languages L for which there is an NTM M, running in 
poly-time such that: 3e > O, Vx: 
(a) x C L ~ Pr(M(x) = yes) >/~, and 
(b) x~L  ~no path of M accepts x. 
Note again that if we replace "3e > 0, Vx" in the above definition of R by 
"Vx, ~e > 0," we get a definition for NP. Thus it is obvious that ZPP 
R_NP.  
Discussion. Very much like before, any fixed proportion e of correct 
accepting computation paths can be achieved for an R problem, whereas in 
the case of NP only one correct accepting path can be guaranteed, i.e., 
= 1/2 p(Ixp. In both cases we have no errors for inputs x not in L, but 
possibly errors for x in L. L~ = {x I x is not a prime} is known to be in R. 
There follows a list of some known facts about the above classes. See Gill 
(1977) and Graf and Zachos (1980). 
(1) R_~ Bee. 
(2) NP _~ PP. 
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Concatenation Union Intersection Complementation 
P X X X X 
ZPP x x x x 
g x x x 
d x x x x 
BPP x x x x 
NP x x x 
PP x 
PSPACE x x x x 
Note. x = yes, blank = unknown. 
(For a proof consider: 
7r': i f  (cointoss = heads) and (at least one out of 
P(I x I) cointosses = heads) 
then accept else run ~.) 
(3) ZPP = R A co-R (exactly as the above characterization of A is 
actually equal to NP n co-NP). 
(4) Closure properties are shown in Table I. 
3. ROBUSTNESS UNDER SWAPPING QUANTIFIERS 
Consider the following definitions: 
ZPP 1 is the class of languages L for which g polynomials q and constants 
c, ~ poly-t ime NTM 3//, Vx, e = 1 - l ie q(lxp 
(a) x~L  ~ no path of M rejects x, and 
(b) x ~L  ~ no path of  M accepts x, and 
(c) Pr(M(x) ¢ ?) >/a. 
ZPP 2 is the class of languages for which V polynomials q, 3 poly-time 
NTM 34, Vx, a = 1 -- 1/q(Ix{) , (a) and (b) and (c) as above. 
ZPP 3 is the class of languages for which Va C (0, 1), ~ poly-time NTM M, 
gx, (a) and (b) and (c) as above. 
ZPP s is the class of languages L for which 3 poly-time NTM M, gx, 3a > 
1/q(lx[) > 0 (for some polynomial  q), (a) and (b) and (c) as above. 
It is obvious from the above definitions that 
Zpp1 c Zpp 2 c Zpp3 c ZPP ~ ZPPs ~A.  
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THEOREM.  ZPP  1 ~ ZPP  2 : ZPP 3 = ZPP --- ZPP 5. 
Proof. (i) We are going to show ZPP 5 ~ ZPP 3. Let L G ZPP 5 and ~z be 
a ZPP 5 program accepting L. Thus 7r always terminates in p(Ixl) steps either 
yielding the correct output or a "?"  with Pr(lr(x) 4: ?)/> e/> 1/q(Jxl), where 
q([xl) >~ 1. Let also an e 0 E (0, 1) be given. 
Consider the following program 7r': 
begin 
i :=  1; n := [q(lxl),/zz((1/e)~<~ 1 -e0) ] ;  
repeat run 7c on x; i := i + 1 
until (7r(x) 4: ?) or (i > n); 
i f i  <~ n then output := output of ~r on x 
else output :=? 
end 
(a) 7r' accepts the same language L as 7c (no errors!). 
(b) 7~' halts in at most polynomial time, i.e. in n(p([x]) + c) steps. 
(c) 
Pr(zr'(x) 4: ?) = 1 - Pr(Tc'(x) = ?) 
>/ 1 - -  1 q ( ix t )  
[because ( l /e) q¢lxl) > 1 - (1/q~PXl))] 
> 1 -  >/e 0. 
Thus L C ZPP 1. 
(ii) We now show ZPP 3CZPP  1. Let L___ZPP 3 and zr be a ZPP 3 
program accepting L in p(lx[) steps with yielding probability > ~ = 1/e and 
let q be a given polynomial. Consider the above program 7z' with n := q(Ixl) 
this time. 
Pr(z~'(x) :/: ?) >~ 1 - e" = 1 - - -  cq(ixl) • 
Thus L E ZPP~. Q.E.D. 
This theorem justifies the claim of tractability of the class ZPP. By 
repeating a ZPP algorithm a fixed or even a polynomial (in the input length) 
number of times we can arbitrarily boost up the yielding probability e. 
A consequence of this theorem is that the possible analog to the 
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polynomial time hierarchy, namely, the Las Vegas polynomial hierarchy 
collapses at the first level. 
Define B <~rA: B can be computed in polynomial time using a Turing 
machine with an oracle A. 
P(A) = {B: B ~A} and P(ZPP) = O{P(A): A C ZPP}. Similarly 
ZPP(ZPP) can be defined using the notion of ~<zPV-reducibility. (Informally: 
B 4"zPP A ----r ~: B can be shown to be in ZPP using a "ZPP machine," i.e., a 
nondeterministic machine witnessing membership in ZPP, with an oracle A.) 
COROLLARY, (i) P(ZPP) = ZPP, 
(ii) ZPP(ZPP) = ZPP. 
In other words a "polynomial" composition of ZPP languages is a ZPP 
language (also valid for ZPPF functions (see Russo and Zachos, 1982)). 
ZPPF is the class of functions f, for which there is an NTM M, running in 
poly-time such that ~e > 0, Vx. 
(a) there are no wrong outcomes, and 
(b) Pr(M(x) =f (x ) )  >/e. 
Remark. L C ZPP ~ xL E ZPPF. 
Thus the function counterpart of the above formulated corollary means 
that an otherwise deterministic (or Las Vegas) polynomial time program 
making polynomial use of a ZPPF subroutine (by calling it polynomially 
many times) is a ZPPF program. 
Remarks. (a) A A program can also be repeated polynomial times but 
its yielding probability cannot be arbitrarily increased this way. For 
example, let e = 1/2 p~lxl) and ~': at most q(Ixl) repetitions of Jz: 
2Pl}xD 
PrQr'(x)= ? )= 1 2p(lxL ) > - -  
very large for sufficiently large x. 
(b) A composition of a constant number of PSPACE functions is in 
PSPACE whereas not even that is known for PP functions. 
Define R i analogously to ZPPi, e.g., R 3 defined like R with 
"3M, 3e > 0, Yx" replaced by " re  E (0, 1), ~M, Vx" and R 5 like R with the 
quantifier sequence replaced by "~M, gx, Se > 1/q(lxl) > 0" for some 
polynomial q. 
THEOREM. R I= R2= R 3 = R = R s . 
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Proof Similar to proof of previous theorem (cf. Graf and Zachos, 1980). 
Similar robustness results hold for the class BPP although their proofs are 
more complicated (see Russo and Zachos, 1982). 
COROLLARY. R C) co-R ___ P(R) ___ BPP. 
Consequences. 
BPP(BPP) = BPP, 
A, B ~ BPP => A(B) ~ BPP, for sensibly defined A(B), 
NP c BPP => PH ~ BPP (where PH = polynomial hierarchy). 
In order to describe the performance of such algorithms ZPP, R, BPP then 
we should consider not only the execution time t but also a bound on the 
error probability a. One possible complexity measure could be t/-log(a), 
because k-times repetition of the same algorithm would still have complexity 
k*t/-log(a k) = t/--log(a). 
4. ROBUSTNESS UNDER MODEL CHANGES 
We turn now to other types of modifications in the definitions for R and 
ZPP. We are going to state them only for R but it is often obvious that they 
can be similarly discussed for ZPP. 
First we allow our NTMs to choose at random and with equal likelihood 
from a set of cardinality k instead of just 2 (cointossing). 
We will denote by R[k] the corresponding classes, defined in a manner 
similar to R. We should note that it is not possible to simulate an equal 
likelihood random generator out of 3 elements using a fair coin (i.e., an 
equal likelihood random generator out of 2 elements), because there is no 
way to assign weights to leaves of a binary tree so that we get an equal 
likelihood (½, 1 5, }) probability. One could try to simulate one random choice 
out of a three element set by two coin tosses: use three of the possible 
outcomes and, in case of the fourth outcome, immediately reject or repeat he 
same cointossing procedure. If  we decide to reject in the fourth, case, then the 
probability to accept will turn out to be too small, namely, "~l/x c. On the 
other hand we cannot repeat cointosses arbitrarily often, because of the 
polynomial time restriction. Nonetheless, we can prove the following: 
THEOREM. R[k] is the same class as R, for any k >/2. 
Proof Without loss of generality: k = 3. Let L be accepted by a R[3]- 
algorithm ~z. For every input x there is a tree of all possible computations of 
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n. Let the computation tree be--without loss of generality--a complete 
ternary tree of height p(Ix[). (Every computation tree can be extended to 
such a complete one by introducing dummy choices out of {1, 2, 3} and 
reproducing paths). We can enumerate the leaves of the tree: 1, 2,..., 3 p~L~i). 
There exists an R[2]-algorithm n' s.t.: 
(i) n' first computes p(Ixl) in certainly fewer than p(Ixl) steps. 
(ii) Then n' generates (by tossing coins) a random binary number a 
between 1 and the least power of two > 3 ptlxl). 
(iii) If a > 3 p(Ixl), then n' halts and rejects. 
(iv) If a ~< 3 p(Ixl), then n' simulates the computation of n that leads to 
a leaf number a. 
(v) The complexity of n' remains polynomial: in addition to the 
p(Ixl) instructions of n, 7r' generates a in polynomial time and also computes 
p(Ix[) times (using a) which of the three branchings to follow. 
(vi) If x ~ L, then n rejects and thus n' rejects. 
(vii) If x C L, then Pr(n' accepts))  Pr(n accepts)/2 = e because now 
there might be at most 3 p~Lxi) additional rejecting values of a between 3p(IxL) 
and the next power of two. But this probability e is enough as was shown in 
the previous section. 
Thus L is in R[2]. In a very analogous manner we can show: R[2] ___ R[3] 
and in general R[k] = R[2]. Q.E.D. 
The same technique can be used to show robustness of R under various 
definitional generalizations of the machine model. The following theorem 
shows that (high level language) R-programs using random number 
generators specify the same class R. 
THEOREM. The class R remains &variant if the NTM is allowed to make 
random ehoices out of different and many sets (e.g., sets of symbols, states, 
numbers, etc.) 
(i) With a fixed cardinaIity k. 
(ii) With any eardinality from a finite set {kl,k2 ..... kr} of 
cardinaIities. 
(iii) With any eardinality from Iql(x),...,qr(x)} where the qi's are 
polynomials of the input value x. 
(iv) With any eardinality from {ql(x) ..... qr(X)}, where the functions 
qi(x) are bound by c ~lxl), for a constant e and a polynomial s (e.g., 
q'(x)q"(Ixl)= e~(lxl)), r can also be a polynomial of }x I. 
Remarks for the proof (i) obvious. 
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(ii) Use k-ary computation tree, where k = 1.c.m.{k, ..... kr}. 
(iii) q(x)=l.c.m.{q,(x) ..... qr(x)}. 
The computation tree has q(x) p(~xl) leaves, and q(x)p(Ixl)= 2p(Ixl)|°gq~x)= 
2 p'(J~l) for some polynomial p'. 
(iv) Again (c~('xl)) ~('xl) = c p'(jxj). Q.E.D. 
From the above it should be clear that the following definition of R given by 
Adleman (1978) is equivalent to all the others: 
DEFINITION. R is the class of languages L for which there is a 
polynomial p and a 2-ary predicate W, s.t.: 
(1) W is poly-time decidable; 
(2) i fx~L ,  then {a I In[ ~<p(Ix[) A W(x,a)}-- 0, 
(3) i fx~L ,  then {a I la[ <p(Ix[) A W(x,a)}/l{a I[al<~p(Ixl)}[ >1 ½. 
This definition was suggested for and suits very well various primality 
algorithms (for a survey see Graf, 1981). The general pattern of these 
algorithms is as follows: 
Let W(x, a) be some poly-time decidable number theoretic predicate 
known to be true for x ¢ prime and a < x (and false for most a < x when 
x = prime). Choose at random a number a among { 1,..., x - 1 }. If W(x, a) is 
true, then a is a witness of x's compositeness. Thus the three conditions in 
the above definition guarantee that 
(1) it can be tested in poly-time if a is a witness of x's compositeness, 
(2) there are no witnesses if x is a prime, and 
(3) more than half of the a's are witnesses if x is a composite. 
Comparing this definition with previous ones, we see that an R-algorithm 
in this case chooses at the beginning of the execution a random number a 
which corresponds to a sequence of random decisions in a computation of 
the previous kind. Thus the set {a I la] <P(IX])} corresponds to the set of 
leaves of the computation trees described in the proofs of this section. 
There follow two other definitions given by Adleman and Manders (1977) 
and Gill (1977) that are known to be and can easily be shown to be 
equivalent to our definition of R: 
(1) A language L is randomly decidable if there is a probabilistic 
Turing machine (PTM) M and a polynomial p: 
(a) x C L ~ Pr(M(x) halts in p(lx]) steps) > ½, and 
(b) x ¢~ L ~ M(x) does not halt, and 
(c) if M halts, then it accepts. 
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(2) R (called VPP by Gill) is the class of languages L for which there 
is a PTM M: 
(a) x~L~average  running time of M(x) is polynomially 
bounded, and 
(b) x ¢5 L =~ M(x)  does not halt, and 
(c) if M halts, then it accepts. 
There are various interesting questions about the above probabilistic lasses 
that are worth investigating (see also Russo and Zachos, 1982), e.g., 
robustness results (polynomial repetition and model robustness) can be 
obtained for ZPP, R, BPP and only partly for PP. 
For reducibility purposes NTMs can be viewed as transducers rather than 
as acceptors. Several natural definitions for function classes corresponding to 
the above language classes arise. 
Oracle relativizations of the probabilistic classes can be considered and 
separating or collapsing oracle sets can be constructed (see also Rackoff, 
1982, Bennett and Gill, 1981, Angluin, 1980). 
Finally it is very interesting to be able to compare these probabilistic 
classes to other known not-probabitistic but polynomial time complexity 
classes, e.g., the polynomial hierarchy or D P. 
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